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ROYALTY AND HOSPITALS.

ST. MARY’S HOSPITAL.
ON Saturday last, Dec. 17th, the foundation stone of the

new wing of St. Mary’s Hospital, Paddington, was laid

by His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales. The wing,
which is to be called "The Clarence Memorial Wing,"
will cost when built 100,000, and of this sum one-nfth

has already been received. Among the distinguished
guests who assisted at this ceremony were the Duke
of York, president of the hospital, Princess Maud,
the Duke of Fife and the Duke of Cambridge. An
address was presented to His Royal Highness which re-

ferred to the fact that "the original foundation stone of
this hospital was laid forty-seven years ago by your Royal
Highness’s illustrious father, the first stone of an enlargement
was laid twenty years later by your Royal Highness and a
further extension was opened by Her Royal Highness Princess
Louise, Marchioness of Lorne, in 1883." His Royal High-
ness, in thanking the governors for the kind welcome they
had extended towards him, said he hoped the new site and
the new facade would fulfil all local wants. Referring
to his son’s acceptance of the presidency of the hospital,
he said he knew what a satisfaction it was to his son to accept
this honour not only on account of the great philanthropic
objects of the institution, but to render some debt of grati-
tude to the distinguished physician, Dr. Broadbent, for the
great care with which he had attended him during his long
and serious illness of last year. The Prince of Wales then
formally laid the stone, after which his Royal Highness pre-
sented awards to successful students.

THE ROYAL EYE HOSPITAL, SOUTHWARK.
On Thursday, Dec. 15th, His Royal Highness the Duke

of York honoured the neighbourhood of the Borough
with his presence for the purpose of opening the new

Royal Eye Hospital. The imposing ceremony took place
within the Surrey Theatre, where there were assembled
the Duke of Cambridge, Admiral the Hon. Sir Henry
Keppel, the Lord Mayor, the Earl of Kilmorey, the

Bishop of Rochester, the Bishop Suffragan of South-
wark, Archbishop Vaughan and others. On arriving
at the theatre the Duke of York was saluted by the hos-
pital companies of the Volunteer Medical Staff Corps, who
formed a guard of honour. Receiving a golden key His
Highness inserted it in a model lock electrically connected
with the hospital, thus completing the circuit, simultaneously
opening the hospital and discharging the signal cannon. A
novel feature of the opening of this hospital was an oxy- I
hydrogen lantern demonstration of the chief features of the
new hospital.

THE ROYAL VICTORIA HOSPITAL, BOURNEMOUTH.
The Duke of Connaught opened the new wing of this hos-

pital on the 19th inst. An address was presented by the
Mayor (Alderman H. Newlyn). His Royal Highness said
it had not previously been his good fortune to visit that
beautiful and salubrious town ; but, like every Englishman,
he had heard of it, and congratulated the town on the

great strides it was making, and on the popularity it had
achieved.

AN OBJECT LESSON IN GYMNASTIC
ANATOMY.

ON Monday, the 12th inst., a lecture on Physical Educa-
tion was delivered in the Gymnasium of the Royal Military
Academy, Woolwich, by Surgeon-Major Deane of the Medical
Staff. The lecture, which had been previously given at the
Royal Military College, Sandhurst, was in itself well worth
listening to, but it excited a good deal of popular interest-
as far as the cadets were more especially concerned at any
rate-owing to the fact that Sandow, the strong man,
was in attendance and afforded in his person a practical
illustration of what can be done by physical training
in an individual naturally of powerful build-in fact,
an object lesson in gymnastic anatomy. The proceedings
were under the auspices of Colonel Fox, the inspector of
gymnasia at Aldershot, and there was, it need scarcely be
added, a full attendance. The lecturer commenced by giving

various instances in ancient, mediseval and modern times of
men who were characterised by their superior development of
both physical and mental qualities, ending by citing the present
Prime Minister, "as not only a man of powerful intellect but as
a hewer of trees. " He then went on to explain that nature had)
given us a certain amount of ca,pital or reserve on which we
could draw, and added that this might be more clearly-
represented by assuming that our personal equation was 1..
This reserve force was continually being drawn upon, and.1
could only be maintained by good food, sleep and healthy
exercise both of mind and body. He pointed out that

physical exertion and exercises undertaken for strengthen-
ing and developing the muscles were not without exer-

cising a favourable influence also in developing the
mind, and among other illustrations remarked that it
was commonly recognised that the more exercise a

schoolboy took the more fresh and quick he became inj
his studies. Be this as it may, however,-and in a sense and;
within limits it is undoubtedly true-the lecturer went on to-
say that if England was the most athletic nation it was also
the worst physically trained one, for young men took up such,
games as cricket, football, racquets or running, which.

collectively were very good indeed in their way, but
he pointed out that, taking them separately, they all!
tended to develop only certain parts of the body. In,
order to avoid this partial development the first

thing to be noticed in studying the human frame is, that
it is made by nature to stand erect, from which we

might infer that all exercises should be performed in that
position on the ground on which we stood, and not above it,
as in so many of the exercises provided in gymnasia in,
England. Sandow’s development had been attained by con-
stant and systematic use of the muscles, and especially by the.
employment of 51b. dumb-bells, each exercise being designed
to increase the power of some particular muscle or group of’
muscles. Sandow had modelled his system of training on
that in fashion with the Greeks and Romans. He had not-

employed any modern gymnastic apparatus, but had attained
his marvellous muscular development mainly by the use of’

light dumb-bells in connexion with observations on the-
anatomical arrangement and disposition of his muscles.
The lecturer then asked Sandow to perform certain feats.
and exercises in illustration of what had been advanced.
From this point to the conclusion the proceedings became,.
in a physiological and anatomical sense, very interesting’
and instructive, for rarely indeed can the various muscles-
be seen by being put into action in the living body as.
definitely and precisely as if they had been laid bare-

by a dissection in a dead one, as was the case in Sandow’s-
exhibition of them. Stripped to the waist, he was able to.
demonstrate by different movements how great was the com-
mand he had over various muscles. Clasping his hands.
behind his head he was able to make his biceps rise and fall
in time to music. Walking round the audience he displayed!
various muscles in action as they were separately named. By
putting his hand behind his back in such a position as to cause
contraction of the deltoid he can raise that muscle to a degree-
that makes the shoulder look out of all proportion to the rest of
his body. The development of the flexor and extensor muscles
of the upper extremities, especially of the triceps, was also.
noteworthy. He can flex or bend his wrist to such an extent
that a vertical line drawn from the knuckles will fall on the-
region of the muscles of the forearm. The intimate physio0.
logical connexion between the terminal nerves distributed on
the skin and those of the muscles beneath, as well as the-
contractile power of the muscles themselves, are readily
manifested ; and the normal reflexes should be capable of
being easily demonstrated. Sandow applied the hands of’
some of the bystanders to the skin over the chest walls and
other parts of the trunk of his body, with the result that a
young fellow described the sensation as being like that of
" moving your hand over corrugated iron. " Standing in the
centre of the room he showed his maximum and minimum.
chest measurement. After an efforted expiratory act, aided
apparently by the pressure of his arms against the ribs laterally,
a difference of twelve inches is caused by deep inspiration,
and forcible action of the inspiratory muscles. When he

fully inflates his chest and sets" its muscles his arms
form an angle of about 40&deg; with his body owing to.
the size and prominence of the muscles under the arm
and towards the back of the shoulder and those of the
lateral aspect of the chest. The pectoral, and serrati.
muscles are very noticeable. Taking two packs of cards.
together he attempted to tear the two packs-104 cards&mdash;in


